
Interlude-   

Neotropical Rainforests 
By Bruce Calhoun-President  of STR 

 

When I was born in 1953, tropical 

forests covered much of Central and South 

America.  They surrounded the banana and 

coffee plantations of Costa Rica, Honduras 

and Guatemala.  They lined the banks of the 

Orinoco river which flowed through Vene-

zuela into the Caribbean, and blanketed the 

foothills and valleys of Ecuador, Columbia, 

Peru, and Bolivia.  In northern Brazil, an un-

broken canopy of forest stretched a thousand 

miles from the mouth of the Amazon to its 

tributaries cascading down from the heights 

of the newly formed Andes. (Before the tec-

tonic forces had raised up, the Andes the 

Amazon had drained to the west, into the 

Pacific).  Depending on regional climate and 

elevation, these forests were dry and decidu-

ous, or humid and evergreen.   

The forests were inhabited by a star 

studded cast of characters.  Along the rivers 

and in the wetlands, the strange looking tapir 

imitated life as a hippo, giant otters frolicked, 

and thirty foot anacondas hunted rodents as 

large as pigs.  On the forest floor, jaguars 

stalked clumsy looking anteaters, armadillos, 

peccaries and raccoon like coatimundis, 

while ignoring the brightly colored poison 

arrow dart frogs and other small members of 

its community.  In the tree tops, there were 

monkeys who had prehensile tails, squirrel 

sized tamarins and marmosets, the deliberate 

and slow moving sloth, petal faced bats, vo-

ciferous macaws and mighty harpy eagles. 
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“When one 

tugs at a single 

thing in nature, 

he finds it at-

tached to the 

rest of the 

world.”   

~John Muir  
 

 

 

“Nature does 

nothing  

uselessly.”  

~Aristotle  

We are on the web at 

www.saverfn.org 

         Save the Rainforest group in the Amazon of Ecuador 
 

These animals were woven into an intri-

cate ecology that had been evolving uninter-

rupted for millions of years.  Over that time, life 

had diversified to fill countless niches, most of 

which were in the tree canopy, where there was 

enough light for epiphytic plants to thrive.  The 

creatures that fed on these plants, ate their fruit, 

or pollinated their flowers, adapted to life in the 

trees, leaving the shady forest floor sparsely 

populated. 

Studies done of the insects living in the 

canopy boggle the imagination.  E.O. Wilson, a 

prominent naturalist, identified forty three differ-

ent species of ants on a single tree in Peru.  That 

equals the number of ant species found in the 

British Isles.  An entomologist from the Smith-

sonian Institute, Terry Erwin, fogged trees in Pa-

nama with a biodegradable insecticide.  He dis-

covered twelve hundred species of beetle in one 

of his trees.  Other insects such as walking sticks, 

praying mantises, katydids and butterflies also 

exhibited remarkable variety. 
 

(continued on page 8) 

Important: 
New phone number for STR Office- 

1-608-729-4817 
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Who Moved My Leaves? 
By Maggie Eisenberger 

 
So often we are asked what difference it could make to those of us living in the North Tem-
perate Zone if tropical rainforests are depleted or even erased from the Earth. The answer, 
of course, lies in the amazing interdependence of all living systems, but this is such a vast 
concept that wrapping your mind around it, while standing in the hot sun of Earth Day in the 
local park, feels a little too much like work. A fun way to approach the idea is to consider it 
on a smaller scale, a tiny scale, say, the size of an ant. 
 
The leaf-cutter ant, or parasol ant (Atta cephalotes), which is so comical and delightful to 
watch in videos, is a major player in the rainforest ecosystem. There are several species of 
leaf-cutters, but we can lump them together for our purposes. Each species has a symbi-
otic relationship with a particular fungus that they farm in underground chambers. It is a 
fascinating story, as the ants are highly specialized to farm their mold and the mold in turn 
is totally dependent on the ants. 
 
A single colony of leaf-cutters can contain five to eight million individuals, each with its own 
job, and often its own specialized body parts. Anyone familiar with social insects knows 
there must be a large queen, who lays all the eggs, and the nursery workers, a special 
group that tend the eggs and larvae. One group of very large ants with huge, powerful 
mandibles are soldiers who guard the nest from intruders. 
 
Another morph is charge with scouting out the plants that will be the day’s leaf source, 
clearing a path on the forest floor, and scent-marking this path for the workers to follow. 
During the day, this group also directs traffic along the pathway and clears away any de-
bris, such as a fallen leaf. Ants in this group are able to detect which leaves are safe and 
which would be toxic. Interesting, the toxins they avoid are not toxins directed at insects but 
those with anti-fungal properties!  Such substances would kill the fungus the ants are rais-
ing for their food. Finally, this group of ants are responsible for keeping the entire surface of 
the nest and surrounding areas clear of debris or unwelcome visitors. 
 
The most numerous group are the workers who actually cut the pieces of leaves, stems, 
and flower petals and carry them back to the nest.  They single-mindedly follow the scent 
trail to the chosen plants and cut out pieces to be carried back. Researchers recently dis-
covered that they vibrate their back legs while cutting and speculate this may be a form of 
communication, but what they have to say to each other is anybody’s guess. 
 
Once the leaves have been delivered back to the nest, they are transported bucket bri-
gade-style down to the thousands of subterranean chambers. Successively smaller morphs 
accept the delivery, cut the pieces still smaller, and pass them to the next group, until they 
reach the tiny farmer ants. 
 
These ants chew the leaves to a pulp and then spit them out again. They pack this mess 
onto the walls and ceilings of their chambers, which range from four to twelve inches in 
diameter. The ants add a little of their own poop for fertilizer and transplant small bits of the 
fungus they are cultivating into this fresh growth medium. The farmers tend their gardens, 
weeding out foreign fungi, until the hyphal tips have swollen with sugars, proteins, and 
other nutrients on which the whole colony can feed. The morph that tends the mold was 
recently discovered to bear a patch of bacteria on its thorax. This bacteria helps the farmer 
kill invading fungi or other competing microorganisms. 
 
(Continued on page 3) 

STR students 

examining a leaf  

cutter “trail” 

Leaf cutters carrying 

leaves back to their 

nest. 



(Leaf cutter ants-continued from page 2) 

  

Other ants in the nest are the housekeepers, collecting ant waste, egg shells, pupal cases, and all 
other debris to be dumped outside a back “door” of the nest. The ants are so sensitized to avoid this 
waste, for their own health, that human farmers can protect their garden vegetables from leaf-cutters 
by spreading waste from such a dump around their garden borders! 
 
The second smallest morph has the most exotic role. They can be found riding shotgun, so to speak, 
on a piece of leaf a cutter is carrying back to the nest. Their job is to protect the cutter ant from a 
parasitic wasp which likes to lay its egg on the back of the ant’s head. The larva that hatches out 
burrows into the ant’s brain and feeds on it until it’s ready to pupate. The “anti-aircraft” morph pre-
vents the wasp from attacking the ant by spewing an unpleasant liquid. Some scientists think these 
tiny ants are also assessing the quality and cleanliness of the leaf piece, cleaning off unwanted fungi 
species or advising the carrier ant to simply junk it for poor quality. 
 
Each species of attine ant prefers a different kind of fungus. Leaf-cutting attines have been cultivat-
ing clones of the same fungus for as long as 25 million years. The fungus is equally specialized, 
having long ago lost the ability to form fruiting bodies and propagate itself. It is totally dependent on 
the ants planting and tending it. Just imagine – every fungal garden in every leaf-cutter colony 
throughout Central and South America is descended from a single ancestral spore. When a new 
queen heads out to form a new colony, she packs a bit of the home fungus in her cheek to plant in 
her new home. 
 
The relationship between the leaf-cutters and their mold is a perfect example of symbiosis and yet 
the relationships only begin there. One colony of ants displaces enough earth to fill a large room in 
your home, making them prime soil enhancers – much as earthworms are in our environment. They 
are essential for recycling plant material and aerating the soil. This forces the plants of the forest to 
adapt to the needs of the ants while benefiting from their presence in the soil. Fully 20% of fresh 
leaves growing in the rainforest will be harvested by leaf-cutters. 
 
The plant material is a food source that would normally be unavailable to the ants, as they cannot 
themselves digest the leaves. Using the fungus to break down the leaves’ nutrients into a form the 
ants can use has allowed the ants to organize themselves into what Dr. E. O. Wilson refers to as a 
superorganism. Each ant in the colony is specialized for a task, like the organs of an organism, and 
each is essential to the health of the entire colony. As a result of this lifestyle, the leaf-cutter ant not 
only participates in a wonderful mutual relationship with its fungus but also has a more invisible and 
even more powerful relationship with the entire rainforest ecosystem. 
 
The relationship of the rainforest to the rest of the Earth’s ecosystems is just the next step up in 
complexity, more cryptic and harder to tease out in detail, but even more tightly intertwined. Believe 
it! 
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“When you have seen one ant, one bird, one tree,  
you have not seem them all.”   

Edward O. Wilson 

 



P A G E  4     Save the Rainforest Partnerships-    
  Neotropica, Costa Rica 

 In each country that Save The Rainforest has a trip, there 
is a wonderful organization in which we partner.  The environ-

mental organization develops a rich environmental education ex-
perience with input from Save The Rainforest.  This is a win/win 

situation.  Our students get a world-class ecotourism experience 
and the environmental group makes a profit from the student’s payment. That money 

helps make their important environmental work possible. 
Our program in Costa Rica works with Fundacion Neotropica.  Neotropica is a 

private, non-profit organization that strives to adapt Costa Rica’s natural resource 
management practices in the neotropics into sustainable practices that protects their 

biodiversity and natural ecosystem, while improving the quality of life for the people. 
Since their inception in 1985, Neotropica has developed projects for natural resources 

management, community development, environmental policy, and environmental 

education.  Their Tropical Youth Center lodge in the rainforest of the Osa Peninsula is 
where Save The Rainforest and Neotropica work together. 

Neotropica has established projects that strive to help the community and the 
environment at the same time.  One example is their work with La Gamba Commu-

nity.  They developed plans for financing, technical support, and training to improve 
and diversify agriculture production systems, ecotourism, and medicinal plants.  This 

community support has helped over 60 families and the local 
ecosystem. 

 Neotropica has built an environmental education lodge 
at Rincon on Costa Rica’s Osa Peninusla.  This is close to Cor-

covado National Park, which is one of the last tropical rainfor-
ests left on the Central America coast.  In all of Costa Rica, 

this maybe the most biologically diverse.  Half of Costa Rica’s 
biodiversity has been found on the Osa Peninsula.  This is an 

amazing place for students to explore the wonders of the 

tropics.  The area holds 124 mammal, 375 bird, 71 reptile, and 48 amphibian spe-
cies.  But the adventures don’t just stop at the rainforest.  Being near the ocean of-

fers opportunities for marine exploration too.  Turtle nests and humpback whales fre-
quent the area. 

Students and teachers have raved about the facilities and diversity of programs 
offered through Neotropica at their Tropical Youth Center on the Osa Peninsula.  Stu-

dents learn about tropical ecology, sustainable development and about Neotropica’s 
socio-environmental projects.  They have a standard program that they use, but if an 

instructor has specific goals for their students, Neotropica has 14 different biolab and 
field activities to chose from.  These would include Diversity of Insects, At the bor-

ders of the Ocean, Nutrient Sources, and Plant Defenses. These activities are on top 
of their ever popular mangrove kayaking, horseback riding, jungle night hikes, bird 

watching, and the many other activities they have available.   
 Check out Neotropica at www.neotropica.org.  The site is in Spanish.  A sample 

itinerary for a Save The Rainforest trip with Neotropica is on the next page. 
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    Costa Rica Itinerary 

 

Fundacion Neotropica hosts this course at it's beautiful Tropical Youth Center built with funds donated by Danish school children.  The center is 

located on the Osa Peninsula which juts out into the Pacific Ocean, and is near Corcovado National Park. A highlight of this course will be an all 

day excursion into Corcovado where such rare species as squirrel monkeys and scarlet macaws are often seen.  Participants will learn about the 

ecology of the tropical forest and the successful efforts by Costa Rica to foster conservation and make Ecotourism it's leading industry.  Towards 

the end of the course the group will depart from the center along the Pacific coast and overnight at Tres Fincas, a model ecotourism lodge situ-

ated on a cliff-side that overlooks the ocean and an isolated sandy, white beach that can be reached by a lovely trail that descends through a grove 

of large tropical trees.  

 

Day #1  

Welcome to Costa Rica!  Upon arrival, we will be transferred to Aranjuez Hotel, a genuine Costa Rican home. Group will be formally introduced 

with an overview of the program, analyzing and discussing student's expectations.  Dinner will be enjoyed in a typical restaurant downtown San 

José.  

 

Day #2  

After breakfast, we will be transferred to the Osa Península, where the Tropical Center (TC) is 

located.   The group will have the opportunity to observe and learn about the páramo ecosystem.  

Upon arrival at the TC, we will leave our bags and head towards the Dulce Gulf to practice some 

kayaking. While paddling, you will be able to observe many interesting birds, reptiles and learn 

about this magnificent ecosystem. After navigating thru the canals, you will enter Dulce Gulf.  

After a relaxing break and seasonal fresh fruits at the beach, you will continue to paddle, where 

there's a great chance of watching dolphins.    

 

 

Day #3  

During the morning the group will participate on a guided walk with biolaboratories at the Catarata Trail (waterfall trail).  We will hike for about 

3 hours, learning about the features and distinctions of the tropical rainforest.  Later, all groups 

will analyze the different samples they picked from the forest as well as discuss study results.  

Upon arrival at the TC, groups will expose results and share them with the other groups.  Get 

ready for a fun volleyball game with the community members.   

 

Day #4  

During the morning the group will have the opportunity to visit a local community school. 

School students and teachers will tell you how they include environmental education in their 

study programs.  Our environmental educator will organize an educational program where the 

group can participate and interact with local students.  Later, we will visit the Chocuaco La-

goon.  This lagoon is located in the community of Rancho Quemado, at 30 minutes from the 

TC.  We will walk through several cattle farms until we get to the border or the lagoon. While 

navigating through the canals, we have the opportunity to hear interesting sounds: birds, rep-

tiles, amphibians and lots of insects.   

 

Day #5  

La Gamba Project has been part of a community program from the Neotropica Foundation since 1998.  Part of the mission is that the community 

reaches their own self-development through equitable, organizational, productive processes and community actions that conduct to better social 

and economical conditions. All activities lead to a better environmental quality for protected areas.  Students will learn about the history of the 

community, visit their school, integral farm, iguana and badger breeding, biodigestors, medicinal plants and other ecotourist attractions that this 

community has developed.   After dinner, get ready for an extraordinary experience, taking a night walk at Heliconia trail. Open your senses to 

enjoy the scents, sights and sounds of the rain forest's nightlife.  

 

Day #6  

Today we will be dedicated to a field laboratory. The objective of this activity is to develop a 

practical biolab in direct contact with nature, to understand the complex functioning of our 

natural environment so that students take concrete actions to minimize our impact to natural 

resources. Groups will present their results after a full day of interesting discoveries.  After 

dinner, get ready for an exciting popular dance lesson!  

Note: we offer diverse laboratory themes according to the group's needs and expectations.  

 

Day #7  

We will dedicate this morning to learn how to make handcrafts.  Mr. Carlos Bianco, a local 

artisan, dedicates his life to business, where he creates beautiful hand-painted wooden animal 

figures and other handcrafts. After lunch, our environmental educators will conduct a biolabo-

ratory in the mangrove at Playa Blanca ("White Beach). After this activity, there will be time 

to relax at the beach.   
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Costa Rica Trip (continued) 
 

Day #8  
In the morning we will visit an Indian Reserve.  This cultural activity allows the interaction be-

tween Guaymi Indian and all participants of the group.  First, they will give us an introduction of 

their way of living, the textiles they produce, medicinal plants they use and their typical food.  

We will be able to visit the local school and actually visit their shacks.  We will have lunch at 

the reserve and then we will organize a Beach Cleanup activity.   

 

Day #9  
We will take an early breakfast, after which we will leave towards the Corcovado National 

Park . The trip to and from the Park will be on wagon pulled by a tractor. This park protects the 

last remnant of tropical rain forest on the Pacific coast of Central America. It covers over 40.000 

hectares of primary forest, home for a great variety of species of flora and fauna; including heli-

conias, frogs, butterflies, small mammals, snakes, fig trees. This will be the only time during the 

program when you will be in a primary forest.   We will cross Rincón River several times during 

the wagon ride and will follow its bank for approximately an hour, until you reach the trail to 

"Los Patos" ranger station inside the park. Wood slabs have been dug into the trail at intervals to 

offer foothold, making the 3-kilometer walk to the station (1 1/2-hour) less exhausting. We'll 

hike on a trail that leads to a waterfall where you can bathe and will enjoy your lunch. During 

the ride and walks there will be natural trails interpretation, mainly on the primary forest.     

 

Day #10  
After breakfast, we will pack our bags and visit an 

organic agriculture farm called Köbö.  First we will 

learn about domestic orchards, followed by banana 

plantations, medicinal plants, sugar cane, pineapple, 

cassava and cocoa.  Sugar cane is later processed in 

their own sugar mill. The owner also has milk cows, 

pigs and produces organic fertilizer with earth worms.  

At the end of the activity, we will have the opportu-

nity to walk along a beautiful forest that the owner is 

preserving.  Later we will be transferred to La Cus-

inga, a beach lodge located in the "Ballena Marine National Park".  There will be free time to 

enjoy at this beautiful beach.  After dinner we will have a presentation on marine ecosystems.  

 

Day #11  
Early in the morning, our environmental educators will take us for walks along the Ballena Ma-

rine National Park, accompanied with splendid views and free time at the beach.  

 

Day #12  
Bye Costa Rica! After an exciting program full of 

environmental education and adventure, we will 

return to our homes.   

 

Note: This itinerary might suffer some changes in 

activities during rainy season. 

 

All of our itineraries are flexible and adaptable to 

different needs and expectations.  Our Tropical 

Center also coordinates other Conservation Projects 

for the Neotropica Foundation, where we like to 

include students on their activities, for example: 

reforesting farms, installing biodigestors, organic 

orchards, school nurseries and other activities. 

 

STR Trips to the 

Rainforest 
    

*Mexico: Tropical forest, Pa-

cific beaches, colonial cities. 10 

days  

* Belize: Tropical forest, Mayan 

ruins, Caribbean reefs. 12 days     

* Costa Rica: Tropical forest 

and Pacific beaches. 12 days 

* Panama: Tropical forest, In-

digenous culture, Coral reefs. 14 

days 

*Galapagos/Ecuador:  
Tropical forest, Indigenous culture, 

Galapagos experience. 14 days 

*Bali: Tropical forest, Hindu 

temples and coral reefs. 14 days 

 

     -Teachers who lead an expe-

dition will travel free.  

     -Students will learn about dif-

ferent cultures and tropical ecosys-

tems, AND participate in conser-

vation projects that will enhance 

their college resumes. 

     -Your trip with us will be safe, 

fun, educational and truly inspira-

tional.  

     -If you have never taken stu-

dents overseas we will make it 

easy for you.  

     -Prices include international 

airfare, food/lodging, instruction/

transport.  Please check the web-

site or contact Save the Rainforest 

for exact price. 

 

Contact STR for available summer 

dates or to set up dates over your 

spring break.  

 

Contact Butch Beedle 

(beedle@eishome.com) for a free 

CD that provides a QuickTime 

movie of each trip and answers 

most of your questions. 
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Save The Rainforest Class Trips— 

It's not just an Adventure, it's a Call to Action. 
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“Heroic efforts are needed or in 

the next few years it might be 

too late.” 
-Bruce Calhoun, President of Save The Rainforest. 

 

 Once you return from a Save The  Rainforest 

trip, your students will be energized and highly moti-

vated to act on their new experience.  When students 

still feel the passion  is a great educational moment.  

This is the best time to put what they have learned into 

practice.  As their leader, you can make sure the trip 

has a lasting impact.  As you have learned, the rainfor-

est is in real peril.  Picking an action or cause for your 

students and school to take up, will be tremendously 

beneficial.  Although your efforts may seem small, 

when added to the efforts of thousands of others, the 

results can be huge.  Look at the history of Monte-

verde and the Children’s International Rainforests.  

You and your students can make a difference.  Lead 

your students into responsible citizenship by taking up 

a rainforest cause. 

There are thousands of things you can do.  Here are a 

few suggestions: 

1. Start a club.  You can affiliate yourself with an 

existing group or create your own.  Find a cause 

you wish to help.  Research if someone is already 

doing it.  There is strength in numbers.  Or if you 

envision some small project from your trip that 

you wish to support, make that your mission.  

Teach, plan and act. 

2. Buy acres of rainforest.  This is a great project 

for you students.  Save The Rainforest was a 

leader in the adopt-an-acre idea.  We have oppor-

tunities to buy acres in most of our trip location to 

improve and protect these endangered ecosystems.  

Contact Save the Rainforest for more information.  

Other organizations also do adopt-an-acre pro-

grams.  Many are very good.  Be careful.  Some 

are not reputable. 

3. Inform your community.  Write articles for the 

local paper about your trip.  Hold a rainforest trip 

evening and invite the public for slides and presen-

tations. 

4. Donate money to protect an endangered spe-

cies. 

5.  Write letters to elected officials voicing your 

concern. 

6.  Start a petition.   

7. Be informed.  Check out Rainforest Action Net-

work’s website to find action alerts.  (http://

www.ran.org/)  Subscribe to Ecological Internet 

(http://forests.org/ ) or  Mongabay  

(http://news.mongabay.com/newsletters.html) 

to get weekly updates on what is happening in the 

world of rainforests through their newsletters.  

8.  Click on the internet to Save the Rainforest.  It 

is easy and you can do it every day.  Click on the 

site and donors will donate a set amount of 

money to purchase endangered rainforest acres.  

Here are a few of those sites: 

 -http://rainforest.care2.com/ 

-http://www.therainforestsite.com/ 

 -http://clickandsave.8k.com/  (lists many on one 

site) 

9.  Teach children to reduce their own consump-

tion and promote that behavior in your school 

and community. Create awareness with articles, 

fairs, exhibitions 

 - avoid excessive packaging 

 -recycle everything you can 

 -use compact florescent light bulbs 

 -buy products made from recycled materials 

 -use rechargeable batteries 

 -learn ways to reduce greenhouse gases 

 

 

 
Bruce Calhoun’s book, 

“Close Calls and Fool-

hardy Romances: The 

Maturation of an Envi-

ronmentalist”is available 

through Amazon.com.  

We are on the web at 

www.saverfn.org 
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(continued from page 1) Interlude-  Neotropical Rainforests 
 

Paradoxically, the lush tropical forests that supported this array of fauna were rooted in a sterile soil.  

Over the eons its soils lost all their nutrients to leaching from the rains.  It was only because a host of fungi 

and decomposing bacteria recycled the nutrients of the forest itself that it could exist.  As rapidly as leaves 

and branches fell to the forest floor, they decayed in the moist and warm environment, providing vegetation 

with the building blocks for growth. 

 

This was something that the indigenous peoples, who inhabited the forest along with its animals, had 

known for generations.  As a consequence, they developed a subtle and masterful slash and burn system in 

which they always had garden plots in a different stage of growth.  Each year during the dry season, the men 

would clear and burn a small area of forest and plant a wide variety of seeds and tubers.  During the first 

year, the women would weed the garden assiduously, harvesting annual crops such as beans and maize.  In 

the second year weeding was discontinued, and the shrubs and trees that would provide products later were 

pruned, while second year crops; plantains and avocado would be harvested.  Over the next several years, 

only a little trimming was done as the plot began to yield 

mangos, papaya , nuts, vanilla and chocolate.  In the latter 

stages, the plot resembled a secondary forest that provided 

habitat for wildlife and a cornucopia of medicines.  Tribes in 

the Amazon had identified one thousand three hundred spe-

cies of plants that could be used to treat ailments, many of 

which they would include in their cultivation system. 

 

The European newcomers who came to the new 

world had little appreciation for the culture and wisdom of 

the native people, or for the forest.  They were ill at ease in 

its alien world, and, up to my time, had contented themselves 

with nibbling away at its fringes.  In the Amazon, especially, 

they were intimidated by a river that flooded its banks every 

rainy season, and had a volume of flow so great that you could paddle a canoe out its mouth one hundred 

miles into the Atlantic and still taste fresh water.  Still, the diseases they brought from the old world, devas-

tated all but the most isolated of tribes, and the ambitions they had for subduing the untidy jungle persisted in 

their hearts. 

RFRESQ 

When asked late in his life whether his studies had taught him 

anything about God that he might care to share. 
 

John Burdon Sanderson Haldane (British geneticist and writer, 

1892-1964) said, “He seems to have an inordinate fondness for 

beetles.” 

 

 
 

If you tell a joke in the forest, but nobody 
laughs, was it a joke?  

-Steven Wright 

As the poet said, 'Only As the poet said, 'Only As the poet said, 'Only As the poet said, 'Only 

God can make a tree' God can make a tree' God can make a tree' God can make a tree' --------    

probably because it's so probably because it's so probably because it's so probably because it's so 

hard to figure out how to hard to figure out how to hard to figure out how to hard to figure out how to 

get the bark on. get the bark on. get the bark on. get the bark on.     

---- Woody Allen  Woody Allen  Woody Allen  Woody Allen     

If you are thinking one year ahead, sow seeds 

If you are thinking 10 years ahead, plant a tree 

If you are thinking 100 years ahead, educate people 



 GRAB A VINE! 
 Our technological society has created a gen-

eration of students who do not have a connection to nature.  Recent re-

search shows kids spend 6.5 hours a day in front of a screen.  Students, 

more than ever, need an opportunity to be outdoors and learn in nature.  

We need to build a community of educators that believe that there are 

more ways to learn than sitting in a classroom. We need your participa-

tion to make a true educational community.  Forward this newsletter to 

everyone.  Please send us the email of anyone you think maybe inter-

ested in our newsletter.  Help us build a future for tomorrow’s children that includes rain-

forests and the wonderful diversity of habitats that are necessary for a healthy planet. 

 This is the last Vine until next fall.  Have a great and safe summer.  Please for-

ward your ideas, pictures, stories, and especially your Save The Rainforest experiences 

from this summer.  Looking forward to reconnecting our lianas in the fall. 
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Mission Statement: 

Raise money to sup-
port rainforest pres-

ervation and to  
educate the public 

on the adverse ef-
fects of rainforest 

destruction. 

The best way to teach about rainforests is to take the students there.  Plan a trip to 

the rainforest with Save The Rainforest.  Lead teachers go free.  Order your free 

CD of information or go to www.saverfn.org.   
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Save The Rainforest Bracelets Available  
 

Save the Rainforest has designed one 
of a kind bracelets that can be used as 
promotion, education, or fund raising.  
These bright green bracelets have 
Save The Rainforest embossed on 
them.  Your cost is $1.00 each. You 
may sell them for $2-3 to raise money 
for your projects or trips.  Thousands 
have been sold through out the U.S. 
and Costa Rica.  Order at 
beedle@eishome.com. 

“Never doubt that a 

small group of 

thoughtful committed 

citizens can change the 

world; indeed, it is the 

only thing that ever 

has.”   

- Margaret Mead 

 
If I had influence with 
the good fairy who is 

supposed to preside 
over the christening 
of all children, I 
should ask that her 

gift to each child in 
the world be a sense 
of wonder so inde-

structible that it 
would last throughout 

life.  
-Rachel Carson  

 


